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Top ACI Blogs

Payments Modernization in the Cloud: An Inflection Point in the
History of Payments
Join this insightful conversation as experts from ACI and Microsoft discuss the
growth of cloud technology, how banks can embrace the cloud and the impact
COVID-19 has had on cloud migration.

Read more »

Defense in Depth: Fighting Fraud in India with a Multi-Layered
Approach
See how COVID-19 has accelerated fraud growth, with a look at real-world use
cases and how organizations can deploy layers of protection to protect themselves
and their customers.

Read more »

Brazil’s Digital Payments Transformation: Five Key Takeaways
Get a unique look at Brazil’s growth opportunity with key learnings from a recent
webinar hosted by Mercado & Consumo em Alerta, featuring experts from Getnet,
Pernambucanas, Conductor and ACI.

Read more »

Introducing Incremental Learning: An Industry-First Boost for Fraud
Prevention
Discover how incremental learning — ACI’s new approach to modeling — can
transform fraud detection for merchants, ensuring models stay effective longer
without the need to retrain.

Read more »
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Global News Coverage of ACI

Brits call for contactless spending limit hike
Check out the results of a recent YouGov survey commissioned by ACI to see
exactly how COVID-19 has impacted consumer behavior.

Read more »

eCommerce Sales See Gains in July, But So Does Fraud, Says ACI
Worldwide
Explore new data to see how eCommerce has grown year-over-year in the month of
July, what’s driving this growth and how fraudsters have worked to take advantage.

Read more »

Sri Lanka's NSB To Utilize ACI For Fraud Detection
Learn more about how Sri Lanka’s National Savings Bank will implement ACI’s
fraud management solution to protect card-based transactions, internet and mobile
banking, mobile wallets, and real-time payments.

Read more »

Re-igniting Southeast Asia’s payments economy
Take an in-depth look at Southeast Asia to see why it is considered a key region for
banking innovation and how it will leverage real-time payments, ISO 20022 and QR
codes to deliver pan-regional success.

Read more »

Malaysia’s real-time payment transaction volumes to rise to 1.2
billion in 2024 — ACI Worldwide
See how Malaysia’s Real-time Retail Payments Platform has modernized the
country’s payments infrastructure and delivered a foundation for increased digital
adoption.

Read more »

Global software firm names new chief revenue officer
ACI is proud to announce that Alvaro Monserrat, a longtime tech executive with
more than three decades of technology leadership experience, has been named
chief revenue officer.

Read more »
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